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Technology is outstripping or ability to understand our own environment. Technology
is such that it can make us believe almost anything we see, hear or read. Conspiracy
theories are not new and as always there will be gullible adherents who will always
question the truth. Yet others who are skeptics will find difficulty in coming to terms
with reality and therefore become modern day recluses from life.
What if the world as we know of it today vanished as a result of a leap in technology.
Technologies that were a combination of nanotechnology, biomedicine, science,
genetics, and other like minded disciplines. That our lives and society was replaced
by a digital world where all books were banned. What books would you consider
secreting away, hidden from the world for a time when a society and/or future
generations realize the folly of the digital world.
Will you be courageous enough and be so bold as to hide books, even from your
own family, but with enough clues for an intelligent being to find locate them from
their hidden places. Consider for a moment why a society or a governing body would
decide to take such drastic action to remove all books from society.
What books would you choose and why. This is not trick question but one that also
questions our values as human beings and what we consider best for the future of
mankind..
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